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ABSTRACT

Reliable surge arresters can avoid unnecessary costs associated with equipment damage and ineffective lightning
protection techniques. The most recent advance in the arrester is the Zinc Oxide arrester. However, some of the ar
resters can be damaged dunng their operation. The major cause offailure of the arresters is the surface flashover.
7'llis study aim:: 10 examine the surface flashover effect on 2nO arresters and develop method to reduce its effect and
enhance the performance of the an·ester. The experiment was designed to study the surface flashover effects. The
2nO blocks sUDplied by manufacturers were tested under d~f/erent environments during mullipulse currents. The
observed degradation was qualitatively explained in terms of physical changes on the blocks and their electrical
characteristics. The study found that the environments surrounding the 2nO blocks had no impact on sUI/ace flash
over. The major finding leads to the possible contribution of the quality ofsurface material coating in protecting the
blocks frol1l surfllce flashover.
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Introduction

The electrical Jlower system has to be reliable and protected against cvervoltage stresses. The lightning effects have
been reported as the major cause of overvoltage stresses in the distribution system (Gosden 1974). The surge arrest
ers playa vital role in protecring the system from the lightning fault. Nowadays, the surge arresters are indispensable
and important Jroduct since the need for high power transmission is increasing. The characterization of the lightning
and the design of the an-esters determine the performance of the power system.

The most recent advances in the arrester used to prevent lightning damage are the Zinc Oxide arresters. They are
also known as the Metal Oxide surge arrester (MOSA) or Metal Oxide Varistor (MOV). The reliable surge arrester
must remain slable at its original value during usage and after experiencing the electrical stresses that result from
absorbing the oncoming surges (Darveniza & Mercer 1993). In service, some of the arresters were damaged by light
ning strikes during their operation and they were no longer reliable to be used. The study conducted by Tumma on
the effects of Illultipulse impulse currents on ZnO arresters I'evealed that the ZnO arresters could fail when the arrest
crs are subject~d to multipulse currents, which are not evident during single impulse current (Darveniza & Mercer
1993). It was found that majority of the arresters failed because of the surface flashover. Prior tests (Turnma 1994)
had been also made on gapped silicon-carbide arresters and the same effect had been demonstrated as in Darveniza &
Mercer (1993).

So far no steps were taken to minimize the effect of surface flashover on the arresters. The aims of the study are
to examine the surface flashover effect on ZnO arrester and develop method to reduce its effect, which in tums will
improve the performance of the arrcster. The experiment was designed to study the surface flashover effects on sev
eral makes of ZnO blocks. The ZnO blocks supplied by manufacturers were tested under various environments dur
ing multipulse currents test. These environments include the normal lab air, sulfurhexaflouride gas, vacuum condi
tion and various relative humidity in the range of 65% to 98%. The observed degradation can be qualitatively ex
plained in terms of physical changes on the blocks and their electrical characteristics.

Materials and Methods

In this exp~rirrent, the lightning multiple impulse generator developed by Darverniza et al. (1989) was used to gener
ate Illultiple impulse currents similar to the currents produced during lightning. The method used in this work was to
first demonstrate that the arresters are stable and can discharge lightning surge without failure by conducting the
voltage tests Oil the ZnO arresters. The arresters were then subjected under the multiple current tests to investigate the
capacity of the ZnO arresters to withstand these tests. Diagnostic tests were also conducted to the arresters before and
after the multiple impulse current to observe any degradation or damage to the blocks in terms of physical changes
and also electrical characteristics.
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Conclusion

It can be concluded that the humidity, SF6 and vacuum conditions did not cause any significant difference to the lnO
blocks. When there is a gas space surrounding the block and its coating, those three conditions have little influence
on the surface 11ashover. It was found that the quality of surface material coating can protect the blocks from damage
by surface flashover. A serious attention should be given on the manufacturing of the lnO arresters' material coating
to improve the reliability of lnO arresters.
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